Conditional Compilation is Dead, Long Live Conditional Compilation!
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Abstract—Highly-configurable systems written in C form our most critical computing infrastructure. The preprocessor is integral to C, because conditional compilation enables such systems to produce efficient object code. However, the preprocessor makes code harder to reason about for both humans and tools. Previous approaches to this challenge developed new program analyses for unpreprocessed source code or developed new languages and constructs to replace the preprocessor. But having special-purpose analyses means maintaining a new toolchain, while new languages face adoption challenges and do not help with existing software. We propose the best of worlds: eliminate the preprocessor but preserve its benefits. Our design replaces preprocessor usage with C itself, augmented with syntax-preserving, backwards-compatible dependent types. We discuss automated conditional compilation to replicate preprocessor performance. Our approach opens new directions for research into new compiler optimizations, dependent types for configurable software, and automated translation away from preprocessor use.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Highly-configurable software such as the Linux kernel and the Apache web server form our most critical infrastructure, underpinning everything from high-performance computing clusters to Internet-of-Things devices. Keeping these systems secure and reliable is essential. This software’s variability, i.e., its ability to be configured and compiled with various combinations of features, enables one codebase to target different hardware and application-specific requirements. The Linux kernel, for instance, runs web servers, cell phones, refrigerators, and more.

Some of the largest and most configurable software is written in C. Linux, for instance, has more than 14,000 configuration options. Unfortunately, standard practice for these and most C software is the decades-old practice of implementing variability ad-hoc with brittle tools. In particular, developers need to hand-code configurations directly in source code with extensive preprocessor encodings, which appear as much as every couple of lines [1]. The preprocessor supports conditional compilation, where the compiler, given configuration options, produces different object code from the same source code. Conditional compilation is what enables the extreme customizability of a single codebase like the Linux kernel.

What is wrong with using the preprocessor for implementing variability? Due to the lack of support for variability in the C language itself, developers have to hand-code conditional compilation with the preprocessor, which opens the door to errors appearing in any variation of the compiled code. The tight coupling between the preprocessor and C language makes it difficult to understand, debug, and maintain the software. Due to this difficulty, software tools for C rarely consider the preprocessor usage fully [2], [3], [4], [5].

We argue the use of the preprocessor has created a dilemma: (1) the preprocessor is so entrenched in C development that it is integral to the C language, and (2) the preprocessor is such a serious impediment to the quality of C code that software tools cannot be expected to work well with unpreprocessed code. To the best of our knowledge, our community has tried to resolve this dilemma with two main research directions.

The first direction is to improve the state of the art in software tools for C. In recent years, researchers have made significant progress in developing variability-aware analyses that work on unpreprocessed C code, including new and modified algorithms for parsing [6], [7], [8], data-flow analysis [9], [10], [11], type-checking [12], and rewriting [13]. Nevertheless, there is still a lack of tools that can effectively detect critical bugs in real-world configurable software such as Linux across all configurations. More importantly, we believe this direction is not sustainable. It does not directly tackle the fundamental issue in developing configurable C software, i.e., hand-coding configurations with the preprocessor lead to bugs and performance issues. In addition, research on “variability-oblivious” program analysis marches on. Trying to maintain a variability-aware toolchain in parallel means having to play catch up with substantial engineering effort.

The second direction is to develop new preprocessors [14], [15] or adopt better development practices for configurable system software. Feature-Oriented Software Design (FOSD) [16] has brought new programming language constructs and paradigms, such as variational data structures [11], the choice calculus and variational programming [17], and variational execution [18], [19]. These approaches make features, i.e., configuration options, explicit in the language, which enables easier analysis on configurable code [16]. Language adoption, however, depends on more than just good science; it depends on social factors as well [20]. In spite of its known issues, C remains a popular language [21].
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Moreover, even if all new projects adopted good development methodologies, there are still pervasive C codebases like the Linux kernel that benefit from continued tool development.

We instead outline a new direction that resolves the dilemma by striking a balance between replacing the preprocessor (to enable tool support) and preserving the use of C (to ease adoption). Ideally, we would like to eliminate preprocessor usage altogether. The preprocessor’s value proposition, however, is high-performance object code. Our approach uses existing C constructs plus a syntax-preserving extension to the type system to support some common usage of the preprocessor. To replicate the performance benefits of the preprocessor, we present a new conditional compilation phase in the compiler.

Our approach entails the following changes to the use of C for configurable code. (1) Replace the use of preprocessor conditionals with C conditionals when used within functions, as recommended by GCC coding standards [22]. (2) Replace the use of preprocessor macros with C variables for configuration options. (Section II). (3) Extend the C type system with dependent types that control the existence of declarations via expressions of C variables (Section III).

Due to the changes above, we propose a new compiler phase that supports automated conditional compilation by taking C variable values at compile-time. The compiler uses these values to resolve dependent type expressions and C conditionals as much as possible to produce efficient object code. A side benefit of this approach is that there is no distinction between compile-time and run-time variability. The developer is free to use the same program for either. The compiler is then free to optimize as much at compile-time as possible and add instrumentation to support run-time configuration.

Finally, our approach introduces interesting new research questions for our community to investigate (Section IV), including new compiler optimizations and automated translation.

II. OVERVIEW

Our goal is to replace preprocessor usage with automated conditional compilation that results in good object file size and performance. Figure 1 compares the compilers before and after removing the preprocessing phase and adding our proposed conditional compilation phase. The difference is that compile-time configuration options are no longer passed via preprocessor macros. Instead, C variable values may be passed at compile-time. The conditional compilation phase uses these variables to optimize the resulting object code by removing code infeasible for a specific configuration.

The benefits of this approach are that there is only a single language used to implement configurable code, and conditional compilation is instead automated by the compiler. The preprocessor allows implementation of just about any program semantics, leading to poor tool support. Without the preprocessor, tools work with a simpler semantics and need not support the full power of the preprocessor.

We believe this approach can be implemented in an existing compiler, since most of the C language definition remains unchanged. There are two possible places to insert the phase in an existing compiler: just after parsing or just after type checking. Since we reuse existing syntax, the parser requires little or no change. In this case, the new phase will take all configuration options at compile-time and produce a transformed abstracted syntax tree with any configuration conditions resolved. In the latter case, C’s static semantics are augmented with dependent types and a new phase is added after type-checking. This phase takes uses any given configuration options to resolve conditionals at compile-time, but produces run-time instrumentation to select types according to runtime program values. A combination of both phases may be possible.

To illustrate how this approach works, take the code snippet in Figure 2a. This example from the Linux kernel source code uses an #ifdef to alter the program, depending on whether the preprocessor macro CONFIG_INPUT_MOUSEDEV_PSAUX is defined or not. When the macro is defined, the program contains a complete if-then-else construct, i.e., lines 2-4 and 6. Line 6 is outside of the preprocessor conditional, so it is in all configurations. When the macro is not defined, the resulting object code contains no branch; only the assignment from line 6 is included.

Figure 2b shows how this code snippet would be implemented in our approach. The macro is replaced with the C variable declared on line 1, while the preprocessor conditional
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is replaced with a C conditional on line 2. Notice that the two versions of the program in Figure 2 are equivalent in meaning. The if-then-else branch condition on \texttt{imajor} is only evaluated when \texttt{CONFIG_INPUT_MOUSEDEV_PSAUX} is defined, and the assignment from line 6 of Figure 2a still appears in all configurations, i.e., in both branches on lines 6 and 8. The use of C conditionals is more restrictive than \#ifdefs. We consider this a benefit, since the “anything goes” freedom of the preprocessor leads to poor tool support.

The downside is that the performance benefits of the preprocessor are lost, because the resulting object code for Figure 2b is larger and slower compared to the \#ifdef version. Our version has an extra branch due to line 2, which the preprocessor would have resolved at compile-time. Furthermore, the branch on line 3 will always appear in the object code, unlike the preprocessor version, because the configuration option is a program variable with a value unknown at compile-time.

To replicate the performance benefits of the preprocessor, our proposed compiler phase allows program variables to be set at compile-time, akin to partial evaluation. The compiler can remove the code for disabled configuration options without relying on preprocessor directives. The branches on lines 2 and 3 in Figure 2b are optimized away via constant propagation and dead code elimination, as long as the value of \texttt{CONFIG_INPUT_MOUSEDEV_PSAUX} is known at compile-time. With constant folding, even expressions involving C variables (e.g., \texttt{CONFIG_USB && CONFIG_PAGES > 0}) can be evaluated at compile-time and used to perform conditional compilation via dead code elimination.

GCC coding standards [22] even recommend using C conditionals over preprocessor conditionals when possible, and Linux developers have been converting \#ifdefs to C conditionals\footnote{https://lkml.org/lkml/2015/5/20/484}. This practice, however, only converts control structure, not the conditional expressions, which are still preprocessor macros. Macros are still used to provide constants to the compiler.

Overall, our approach expands on best practices that prefer C conditionals over preprocessor conditionals by replacing preprocessor usage entirely. C program variables are used in place of macros, which requires the compiler to accept program values at compile-time. This solution allows the compiler to optimize away code controlled by unselected configuration options.

III. DEPENDENT TYPES FOR CONDITIONAL COMPIlATION

Transformation of \#ifdefs to C conditionals is not enough, because \#ifdefs may appear anywhere in C code, including around declarations and function definitions. Since we use C variables as configuration options, type declarations can now include C variables. The existence of a declaration is predicated on C variables, which leads us to adopt the use of dependent types [23] in order to support configurable code.

Figure 3a, another code snippet extracted from the Linux kernel source, shows a common use of the preprocessor to configure the fields of a struct. \texttt{i_reserved_quota} is only a field of the struct when the macro \texttt{CONFIG_QUOTA} is defined. This can be seen as a variational data type [11].

Figure 3b shows how our approach can support such usage without the preprocessor. We specify the condition on the struct field in line 4 using an attribute specifier\footnote{https://gcc.gnu.org/onlinedocs/gcc/Attribute-Syntax.html} in the type declaration. Attributes are part of the GCC version of the C grammar and are used for optimization, but we repurpose this syntax to express predicates. A Boolean expression of program variables describes the conditions under which the declaration exists. In this example, the expression is \texttt{CONFIG_QUOTA}. Note that this version of the program will compile with a standard C compiler, if it ignores the attributes. Our proposed compiler, however, can produce more efficient object code for certain configurations, since it does not have to lay out memory for the struct field when its predicate does not hold.

The type predicates also allow for multiple type declarations of the same identifier. Figure 4a shows two different declarations of the same function. The first (line 2) is an \texttt{extern} declaration, while the second (line 4) declares the function to be \texttt{static} and defines its (empty) body. Using the attribute...
specifiers, Figure 4b shows how different configurations of the function are declared with the mutually exclusive predicates CONFIG_SMP and !CONFIG_SMP. While these declarations are valid C syntax, this program will not compile with the current C compiler due to the multiple declarations of the same identifier. This requires our conditional compilation phase to compile correctly.

Our approach uses dependent types to represent the variability previously encoded with the preprocessor. The use of dependent types has been discussed before but dismissed as too limited for expressing variability, and because they are undecidable in general [24]. When used only for conditional compilation, however, this dependent typing scheme is decidable, because any program values used in type specifications are provided at compile-time.

Allowing dependent types for expressing configurable code opens the door to more sophisticated uses. Suppose we allow compilation without the values necessary to resolve configuration conditions at compile-time. The compiler then has the opportunity to perform static type checking and optimization across multiple configurations simultaneously. Also, blurring this line between compile-time and run-time configuration is possible because our approach makes no distinction between the two. Previous work on dependent types has shown that adding run-time checks can still make type-checking decidable [25]. This usage of dependent types enables run-time variability: for configuration options not provided at compile-time, the compiler can add instrumentation to read and evaluate configuration conditions at run-time, much like variability-aware execution [19]. Moreover, by falling-back to run-time variability, the user building the software is free to choose between compile-time and run-time configuration without having to rewrite any code.

IV. RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Several research questions emerge from our approach that guide future work: What new compiler optimization algorithms can improve conditional compilation? Dead code elimination works in some cases, but new optimizations may be necessary to match hand-coded preprocessor usage. How much existing C code can be translated automatically? Previous work on parsing and transforming unpreprocessed C code supports the possibility for automatic translations in such cases [6], [7], [13]. Empirical studies of preprocessor use in real-world code will help guide new translation algorithms that infer dependently-typed C. How easily can existing program analysis and bug-finding techniques be repurposed? While problems with analyzing unpreprocessed C can be eliminated, the semantics of the new type system may still need new theory and development for existing C analyses. What are the formal semantics of the new type system, and what correctness properties can be proved? Proving safety properties, such as the lack of null-pointer errors, would be useful across all configurations. Adding dependent types to existing formal semantics for C can enable verification of configurable C code. How can the compiler efficiently support both compile-time and run-time variability at the same time? New optimization algorithms can make the compiled object-code efficient, even when configuration options are not known at compile-time.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a new research direction to resolve the dilemma of preprocessor usage, showing how some preprocessor usage can be replaced with C itself while still retaining the benefits of conditional compilation. Our position is that both compile-time and run-time variability should be represented in the same language. We argue that C code without the preprocessor will be easier to understand and debug, while preserving C syntax will help adoption. Our design leads to dependent types for configurable type declarations and compiler optimizations to automate conditional compilation. Our research opens new optimization, translation, and verification challenges for our community to investigate.
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